Wavefront shaping techniques allow the control of the transport of light through many types of scattering or complex media, among them multimode fibers. The case of a multimode fiber which is also a gain medium presents further intriguing prospects for control, due to the possibility of wavefront shaping not only the signal light amplified by the medium, but also the pump light absorbed within it. Provided that the lightwave used for pumping is coherent, its shaping prior to injection will affect the complex, speckle-like spatial patterns of excitation within the amplifier volume, which in turn will act upon the signal as heterogeneous gain. We introduce a new theoretical model which captures the essential features of a multimode amplifying fiber pumped by a coherent beam with configurable modal content, allowing the calculation of the gain-dependent transmission matrix. We numerically implement our model to explore the extent to which one may control the amplified light in the spatial-domain, by shaping the pump; we demonstrate a significant ability of manipulation, as well as several interesting physical mechanisms limiting it. In particular, we show how taking into account the cross-contributions between all guided modes within the fiber is essential for understanding the full range of the signal sensitivity to the choice of pump shaping.
Introduction
The spatial modulation of a coherent beam prior to its coupling into a multimode fiber (MMF) enables precise tailoring of the light propagation within it. The intense research interest shown in recent years has dealt mostly with passive fibers [1] [2] [3] , where attention is focused on the control of the complex intensity patterns emerging at the output. If a gain medium is also present in the system, in particular considering the pump beam in a multimode fiber amplifier (MMFA), the intensity patterns all along the propagation path within the fiber core are of interest, since they may form spatially complex gain profiles acting upon the signal. The prospect of spatial modulation of the pump beam prior to its injection into the fiber should open intriguing avenues of indirectly tailoring the amplified light. Fig. 1 schematically depicts such a system, essentially a MMFA with a pump beam subject to wavefront shaping (WFS) by means of a spatial light modulator (SLM). The motivations to study the transmission of a MMFA and specifically its dependence upon a configurable pump scheme are numerous. Interest in fiber amplifiers operating in the multimodal regime has considerably risen in recent years in several applicative domains: In the context of long-haul optical telecommunication links, where amplifiers are crucial in-line repeaters [4] , the imminent exhaustion of the information capacity of singlemode links drives the development of Spatial Domain Multiplexing (SDM) schemes [5] [6] . In the fields of laser sources for industrial applications such as marking or machining, as well as for sensing applications such as Lidar, the ever-present motivation to increase the output power has traditionally pushed towards fibers with large core diameters in order to avoid non-linear effects [7] [8] ;
however the resulting growth in the number of guided modes is largely undesired, and various design approaches and measures are taken to suppress the high-order modes so as to maintain good beam quality [9] [10] [11] . Furthermore, from the perspective of less applicative and more fundamental research within the sphere of the control of light in disordered media, this type of system holds a unique quality: whereas the 'traditional' shaping of the signal enables control of its propagation through some given, fixed disorder (in this case, dictated by the multimodal waveguide), the shaping of the pump offers the intriguing opportunity to tailor the disorder itself. phases, were naturally not examined. In contrast, recent studies of MMFAs within the context of sources for high-power industrial/sensing applications, have certainly explored spatial-domain aspects; however, the wavefront shaping techniques within them have been applied only upon the signal beam, while using incoherent and non-modulated pump schemes [16] [17] [18] .
In order to fully describe the transport of the signal light through the fiber amplifier, we employ the notion of the transmission matrix (TM), as defined in [19] -the linear operator relating the optical field at the output to that at the input. Recent research works have applied this formalism to study light propagation through passive (i.e. non-amplifying) fibers, demonstrating remarkable advances in the ability to connect experimental TM measurements to theoretical models based on the finite set of waveguide modes [20] [21] . For our amplifying system, we confine ourselves to the undepleted pump regime so that the transmission remains linear in the signal field, and the TM formalism may be applied.
In this work we present, for the first time to the best of our knowledge, a complete model for the TM of a coherently pumped MMFA, as a function of the modal content of the injected pump beam. We report on the results of a numerical simulation of this model, quantifying the degree to which pump shaping may be used to control the amplifier output in the spatial domain.
Results

Proposed Model for the amplifier TM
Starting with a description of the propagation of light in a multimode fiber in the absence of gain or absorption, we first choose a set of transverse modes , = 1 … which best represent the fiber's eigenmodes. This essentially means that the modes propagate with negligible coupling to each other, changing only the phase terms of their complex amplitudes. Therefore, the optical field at any point along the fiber's axis of propagation z is written as:
where ( ,θ) are the transverse coordinates, is the propagation constants of eigenmode , and is the complex amplitude with which each eigenmode was launched into the fiber at the injection point at z=0. Stated in matricial terms, eq. (1) simply means that the TM of the fiber (expressed in the modal basis)
is readily given as a diagonal matrix with the phases along the diagonal determined by the propagation velocities and the fiber length. The basis used in our numerical simulations was the set of Linearly-Polarized (LP) modes well-known in the textbook literature of MMFs [22] [23] , however our theoretical model is hereby presented without loss of generality, and any set of orthogonal modes chosen to approximate the waveguide's base of eigenmodes may be plugged in. As was recently demonstrated in [21] , for propagation distances on the order of centimeters, the LP modes may serve with excellent precision as such an approximation, and the set of circularly polarized (CP) modes may be used for more precise modeling of the propagation over a longer fiber. Fig. 2 serves as a visualization of the intensity evolution that arises along the propagation due to the modal dephasing. Eq. (1) provides a fully deterministic prediction of the evolution of the optical field along the fiber, once the set of values of all complex amplitudes -which we refer to as the modal content, or configuration -has been specified. In order to numerically simulate this evolution, we model the fiber as a series of truncated thin 'slices', i.e. segments of a fixed length (which we shall denote as Δ ) chosen to be much smaller than the typical dephasing length 2 (
. This means Δ is sufficiently short (typically in the fiber studied, on the order of a few microns) so that the field in each slice may be considered to be constant within it.
Since the eigenmode set is a base for any guided lightfields, the injection amplitudes are determined as the coefficients of decomposition upon this base, of the optical field injected at the fiber facet:
Gain is now added to the medium in the form of a rare-earth element doping, spread throughout the fiber core with uniform doping concentration . We follow the standard treatment in the literature (for example [24] [25] ) where the electronic levels are modeled as a two-level gain system, with 1 , 2
representing, respectively, the fractional lower and upper level populations. The 'pump' wavelength is the lightwave efficiently exciting the upper level population, and is guided by the modes ;
while stimulated emission from this excitation efficiently amplifies the 'signal' wavelength , with the corresponding set of modes . Lastly, we work under the assumption of weak signal power with respect to the pump power (commonly known as non-depletion of the pump). In this regime, the rate equations are easily solved (see [25] ) by considering only the pump intensity arriving at any given point:
, are, respectively, the absorption and emission cross-sections at the pump wavelength, and is the lifetime of the upper level excitation.
Any optical intensity propagating through the medium is amplified/absorbed by the upper/lower levels, respectively, with efficiencies determined by the (wavelength-dependent) emission/absorption crosssections , thus:
Expressed in terms of field rather than intensity, the interaction with the levels may be written as a modification of the medium's refractive index, rendering it complex: = 0 + ′ + • ′′ , where 0 is the index in the absence of the gain element, ′′ contributes the amplitude change (gain or absorption), and therefore satisfies ′′ = [26] , and the factor relating the two parts, often referred to as the Refractive Index Change (RIC) parameter = ′ ′′ ⁄ , depends on the medium and its specific electronic level structure. Values may be found in the literature for specific media [27] [28] [29] . Taking into consideration eq. (3) and (4), we may express the optical field that has propagated a very short distance Δ through the medium, as:
because the gain-induced changes to the refractive index are small enough to be approximated using the first-order Taylor expansion of the exponential function: + ≈ (1 + ) .
We now confront the central question of our system: how does the signal field interacting with a population excitation with some arbitrary, 'speckly' spatial distribution (because it has been generated by the multimodal pump's intensity) propagate through the fiber? It is evident from eq. (5) that once the signal field has been amplified along some given fiber slice, it is no longer necessarily a perfectly guided field; the stimulated emission contribution which it has picked up mirrors the complicated pump spatial distribution. The approach at the heart of our model is therefore to treat the next slice as equivalent to a fiber facet upon which this field is impinging, and recouple the field perturbed by the complicated amplification back to the waveguide using the decomposition principal of eq. (2). This principle is illustrated in fig. 3 . In consequence, the transmission matrix of each fiber slice is constructed in the following manner, element by element: the entry at some column 'c' and some row 'r', corresponding to the contribution from an incoming mode to an outgoing mode , is determined as:
[ , ]
→ +∆
where the spatial-overlap integral arises from the decomposition of the amplified field of eq. (5) upon all supported signal modes in the fiber, and the Kronecker delta replaces the unity term in the same equation so as to reflect, for the diagonal TM elements, the passive propagation of the incoming mode . It is worth noting that, contrary to other models treating propagation through multimode fibers in the presence of a randomization process [30] [31] , our model takes into account -thanks to the decomposition principle -both the guided and the non-guided components of the signal light potentially arising from the interaction with the disorder.
Finally, the total gain-dependent Transmission Matrix is readily obtained by concatenating the effects of all slices, i.e. multiplying all the 'local' TMs: gain. The signal field that has undergone such gain must be coupled to the next slice by treating the latter as a fiber facet, i.e. by decomposing the field upon all supported fiber modes.
Our numerical simulation of the model is thus implemented: an input pumping configuration, i.e. some chosen modal content for the pump, is propagated from the injection point throughout the fiber slices in an iterative manner. In each slice, the level excitation caused by the arriving pump field is calculated as per eq. (3); the way this excitation acts back upon the pump is then taken into account by calculating the modified field, i.e. the one perturbed by the local absorption as per eq. (4), and lastly propagating said modified field to the next slice according to the principle of decomposition upon all supported pump modes. The resulting data, giving the upper level excitation for every point within the fiber volume, is then used to calculate the signal TM according to eq. (6) and (7) .
Dependence of the TM upon the Pump's Modal Content
The 
I.
Limitation due to Saturation of the Pump Absorption: The dependence upon the pump's modal content enters the picture through the spatial heterogeneity of the gain profiles; the crucial term is the variation, in the transverse coordinates, of the population-inversion within the overlap integral governing eq. (6). Pump powers strong enough to saturate this term, rendering it homogenous, will contribute to the overall gain-but not to the gain's dependence on the pump shaping. In other words, the 'control' effect we are seeking will appear mostly where highly-contrasted gain profiles emerge, i.e. in that part of the amplifier where the pump power is not exceedingly high (yet, still high enough to induce appreciable gain). This is illustrated by the excitation profiles in the insets of fig. 4 , showing typical cases of the three regimes: saturation with low dependence upon modal content, emergence of spatial non-uniformity where the desired 'control' may take effect, and decay of the excitation with the absorption of practically all pump power.
An interesting quality of this limitation is that it is determined by the choice of the gain element, and more specifically -by the ratio between the emission cross-section for the signal and that of absorption for the pump: � . The qualitative reasoning behind this term is, that the degree of control could be Lower panel: the 'differential gain', as defined above.
II.
Limitation due to the Scalar Nature of the Excitation: The interaction of the pump with the signal is an incoherent process; it is mediated through the level excitation -a physical quantity described by the population difference, a scalar number between 0 and 1, and depending only on the pump intensity.
Because the gain process does not retain the pump beam's phase, no "orthogonality" exists between the degrees of freedom of our excitation (i.e. the pump modes), and those of the output we wish to control (i.e. the signal modes). Any gain profile we may choose to tailor with our pump shaping will produce some finite gain for all the signal modes. An example of this limited selectivity is given in fig. 5 , where the transmission matrices induced in a single fiber slice of length ∆ = 10 by two different pumping configurations -each one consisting of a single pump LP mode -are compared. The pump power has been chosen so as to maximize the spatial contrast of the gain profile in the section, i.e. avoid the saturation previously discussed. The limited ability of the choice of the pump's modal content to favor a specific signal mode and suppress others is evident: although the signal mode which best matches the pumping mode is the one with the highest gain, the amplification of most other modes remains far from zero. the block of all 'even' modes, i.e. those whose field distribution has an angular dependence governed by a cos( ) term, then the block of all 'odd' modes, i.e. those whose dependence follows a sin( ) term. The TM element corresponding to the mode with the same , indices as those of the pump mode, and hence having the best spatial overlap with the gain profile, is indicated by the arrows. These results serve to quantify the finite selectivity of the pump shaping, due to the scalar nature of the gain process.
III.
Evolution of the Excitation Along the Fiber (Modal Dispersion):
By wavefront shaping the pump, one may control the gain profile excited at some unique plane -for example, the injection plane at z=0.
However, as the pump propagates from this plane further down the fiber, its intensity profiles will undergo the complex evolution predicted by eq. (1) (except in the unique cases where the pumping configuration is a single pure eigenmode of the fiber). As a result, the total transmission seen by the signal is the compound result of many "realizations" of pump speckles, generated at different cross-sections of the amplifier due to the modal dispersion relations. As an order-of-magnitude estimate, a typical optical fiber guiding a few tens of modes will exhibit a dephasing length (between the highest-order mode and the fundamental one) in the range of at most a few tens of microns. Considering as well the propagation lengths typically needed, in such amplifiers, in order to accumulate meaningful gain, which are at least a few tens of centimeters, it is evident that the typical number of 'slices' representing different gain profiles to be concatenated (as indicated in eq. (7)) along the fiber, is in the order of a few thousands. Evidently, the complex, disordered speckle evolution throughout the length leads to some amount of self-averaging of the spatial-overlap effects we wish to harness for the purpose of manipulating the signal's transmission.
One aspect of this averaging over length is the convergence of the amplifier TM -as the contributions are accumulated along z -towards an almost perfectly diagonal matrix; the off-diagonal elements, representing coupling between the eigenmodes, tend to stay small, albeit not completely negligible for at least some part of their population. This is demonstrated by the histograms in fig. 6a . An additional interesting insight is observed when looking at the complex values on the diagonal elements of the TM -those representing the self-amplification of each mode. By comparing the gain-induced phases to the amplitudes, a departure from a simple behavior of isolated (non-coupling) eigenmodes is revealed: perfect eigenmodes would be amplified with the dephasing/gain relation completely linear and determined by the RIC factor, as in a SM amplifier [28] [29] . Whereas in our system pumping configurations may be found, for which significant deviation from the linear trendline occurs, as demonstrated by the scatter plots of fig. 6b . This disassociation between the gain-induced amplitude and phase demonstrates the importance (despite the averaging along z effect) of accounting in the MMFA model for the full TM containing the cross-contributions between all guided modes (as opposed to a simpler model, e.g. of [12] [13] [14] [15] , where the eigenmodes of the passive fiber are still considered to be the eigenmodes of the pumped amplifier, each one influenced only by its independent self-amplification). shaping, we use once again the ensemble of transmission matrices generated by random drawing of 500 pump configurations (as previously described for fig. 4 and 6) , and perform a statistical analysis on the possible variation of the output speckle pattern. We compare the TMs pair-wise, meaning that the variation is calculated as the difference between output patterns produced by two matrices, representing two different pump configurations but receiving the same input signal. A single speckle grain is chosen as a potential focus spot, and the difference in confinement of the optical power at that spot, between the TM pair, is taken to be the metric of pump-induced variation. As can be seen in the results shown in fig. 7 , a change of 15% in focus confinement is rare but should be possible to find, just by random drawing of different pump modal configurations; giving reason to believe a stronger effect of focusing could be achieved with a deliberate optimization process. 
Control of the Signal in the Spatial Domain by Pump Optimization
Viewed as an optimization problem, control of the MMFA by selection of pumping configuration is conspicuously difficult, containing at least several tens of degrees of freedom (twice the number of guided pump modes) which interact in a highly non-linear manner to produce the signal TM. The non-linearity ensues not only from the saturation function of the medium excitation, but more importantly from the fact that the pump's intensity, rather than its field, is the excitation's driving factor. Since the gain profile of a superposition of pump modes is by no means the sum of the gains induced by the individual modes, we may not search for an optimal configuration by a separation of degrees-of-freedom approach. This is in stark contrast to optimization in a passive, linear system, as in [32] , where one finds a global maximum reachable by monotonous ascent. The question of control was therefore addressed using a Global Optimization (GO) approach; for details see the materials and methods section. The GO engine received as input the MMFA parameters and the modal content of an injected signal beam, as well as the definition of a particular desired target in terms of the amplifier's transmission -for example, the focusing of the output to a single speckle grain. The results of two optimization runs, identical in the defined target (focusing at the same spot at the output), but differing by the initial random signal injected at the amplifier input, are displayed in fig. 8 . As can be seen, the optimization yielded improvements of almost 23% and 20%, respectively, for the two runs. These results indeed exceed the typical confinement changes obtained in fig. 7 by random drawing of pump configurations, while evidently demonstrating that the control of the output pattern is not complete. Based on the above discussion of inherent limitation and averaging mechanisms, inability to achieve complete focusing is of course expected; however, the interesting conclusion is that considerable convergence towards a focus is clearly demonstrated. for focusing the amplifier output intensity at the point marked by the dark + sign. On the left are the speckle patterns at the output in the absence of pumping; on the right are the patterns generated by the best (i.e. the most 'focusing') pumping configurations found by the optimization. The confinement metric is defined is defined as the percentage of optical power, out of the total guided power, found in the speckle grain chosen as the focus point.
Discussion
The work explored the propagation of light in a multimode amplifying fiber (MMFA), and the outlooks offered for control of its output pattern by the multimodality of the pump -more specifically, the ability to choose the modal composition of a coherent pump light injected into the system by means of wavefront shaping techniques. A theoretical model for evaluating the gain-dependent TM of the signal in such a system was proposed, taking into account the potential coupling of the stimulated emission contributed to the signal at each fiber cross-section by the spatially-complex gain profile excited there, into all supported signal modes. Key characteristics of the pump-medium and medium-signal interactions, which are expected to limit the extent of our desired control, were identified and discussed: the absorption saturation restricting the spatial contrast of the excitation, the scalar nature of the excitation restricting the selectivity in terms of the signal modes, and the self-averaging brought about by the complicated evolution of the intensity patterns along the fiber length, due to the modal dispersion. Despite these mechanisms, the interesting predictions of a numerical implementation of the MMFA model were that spatial modulation of the pump should enable significant manipulation -albeit not full control -of the signal's TM.
Materials and Methods
The numerical simulations of the TM of an amplifier pumped by a given pumping configuration were carried out using a Matlab implementation the MMFA model described above. The code, in the form of an easy-to-use GUI utility, is available in this link: https://github.com/tomspe/MMFAmplifier-utility .
The Global Optimization function, which searched for the optimal pumping configuration for approaching a target such as focusing the output signal, was based on a Social Spider Algorithm [33] . The algorithm works by refining a population of pump configurations, using iterative cycles of signaling between the population members in order to promote attraction towards the stronger ones. In each cycle, calculation of the different TMs corresponding to the current population was performed in parallel over a computation cluster, based on a C++ implementation of the MMFA model; then the configurations yielding the best amplified signal outputs (in terms of the target metric) were used to advance the population in the explored space.
